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WaveLab Cast 1.1.30 

February 2022 

This version contains the following improvements and issue 
resolutions. 

Issues resolved 

 

ID # Issue 

P-5540 Rendering multiple tracks with effects no longer causes a rare error. 

P-5506 Markers are now always copied when rendering a single audio montage track. 

P-5505 
The "Play Through Master Section" option in the Master Section now works as 
expected. 

P-5501 Loudness Range boundaries in the Global Analysis dialog are available again. 

P-5499 An issue has been resolved where certain WAV files could not be opened. 

P-5494 Overwriting an existing recording no longer renders the application unreliable. 

P-5491 
The peak meter in the Master Level pane of the Master Section  is now 
displayed correctly when the “Bypass Master Section” option is activated. 

P-5489 
Using the “Multiple Copies” option to paste the copied content in the Audio 
Editor now works as intended. 

P-5397 
An issue has been resolved where in some occasions the "Range of Active Video 
Clip" option was disabled. 

P-5479 
Adjusting volume faders in the Master Section and the Inspector has been 
improved. 

P-5467 
An allignment issue with the command buttons on the plug-in header when 
using the plug-in chain mode has been resolved. 

P-5463 
Dragging a marker in the Audio Montage window now shows a vertical 
guideline. 

P-5543 
Renaming a file that has been exported from Cubase no longer renders the 
application unreliable. 
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WaveLab Cast 1.1.20 

December 2021 

This version contains the following improvements and issue 
resolutions. 

Improvements 

WaveLab Cast 1.1.20 includes several new features and 
improvements including direct upload to two new Podcast hosts. 
You can find a detailed list and description of all new features in 
the “New Features” chapter of the Operation Manual. 

https://steinberg.help/wavelab_cast/v1/en/wavelab/topics/ne
w_features/new_features.html 

Issues resolved 

 

ID # Issue 

P-5397 
An issue has been resolved where in some occasions the "Range of Active Video 
Clip" option was disabled. 

P-5357 Render in Place limited to the left audio channel now works as expected. 

P-5353 The stereo channels in all meters are now correctly labeled with L/R. 

P-5341 
The indicator for not saved changes now gets cleared after saving MP3 files 
with the same name. 

P-5332 The width of the plug-in windows has been optimized for certain plug-ins. 

P-5279 
The GUI strings in the Startup dialog are now displayed correctly in all 
languages. 

P-4934 
Audio ports are now updated after changing the configuration in the Generic 
Low Latency driver. 

 

https://steinberg.help/wavelab_cast/v1/en/wavelab/topics/new_features/new_features.html
https://steinberg.help/wavelab_cast/v1/en/wavelab/topics/new_features/new_features.html
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WaveLab Cast 1.1.10 

May 2021 

This version contains the following improvements and issue 
resolutions. 

Improvements 

 

ID # Issue 

PAR-4546 Generic Low Latency ASIO driver now also supports mono USB microphones. 

PAR-4831 
It is now possible to create a mono track when importing a mono file to a 
stereo track. 

PAR-4795 
It is now possible to split a stereo file into two mono tracks when importing 
a stereo file to a mono track. 

PAR-4804 
Links to steinbeg.help now open the correct documentation in your 
browser.  

PAR-4787 
It is now possible to load every third party plugins, e.g. FabFilter, into the 
Master Section. 

PAR-4809 The unsaved changes indicator  is now reset after saving a file. 

PAR-4746 
The CuePoint menu in the Edit tab of audio montages is now always 
available. 
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